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In our prior study (Schneiderbauer, AIChE J. 2017;63(8):3544–3562), a spatially averaged two-fluid model (SA-TFM) was
presented, where closure models for the unresolved terms were derived. These closures require constitutive relations for the
turbulent kinetic energies of the gas and solids phase as well as for the subfilter variance of the solids volume fraction. We
had ascertained that the filtered model do yield nearly the same time-averaged macroscale flow behavior in bubbling fluid-
ized beds as the underlying kinetic-theory-based two-fluid model, thus verifying the SA-TFM model approach. In the present
study, a set of 3D computational simulations for validation of the SA-TFM against the experimental data on riser flow and
bubbling fluidized beds is performed. Finally, the SA-TFM predictions are in fairly good agreement with experimental data
in the case of Geldart A and B particles even though using very coarse grids. VC 2018 The Authors AIChE Journal pub-

lished by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of American Institute of Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 64: 1606–1617, 2018
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Introduction

Granular materials have diverse industrial applications.

Many of these are operated in an agitated regime of the par-

ticles to favor the contact with a fluid phase and, therefore,

increase the mass and energy transfer rates. Especially, fluid-

ized beds establish these features. During the last decades the

analysis of the hydrodynamics or the efficiency of fluidized

beds through numerical simulations has become increasingly

common, where the two-fluid model (TFM) approach has

proven to provide fairly good predictions of the hydrodynam-

ics of gas-solid flows.1,2 However, due to computational limita-

tions a fully resolved simulation of industrial scale reactors is

still unfeasible. It is, therefore, common to use coarse grids to

reduce the demand on computational resources, which inevita-

bly neglects small (unresolved) scales.3 Many subgrid drag

modifications have, therefore, been proposed to account for the

effect of small unresolved scales on the resolved mesoscales in

this case.4–22 Our previous studies20,21,23 reveal that the state-

of-the-art subgrid drag modifications reveal different functional

dependencies as well as completely different functional forms.

For example, while EMMS4 and the Kuipers relation16 do not

show a grid dependency, the other drag modifications predict a

reduction of the effective drag with increasing grid/filter size.

Furthermore, the Princeton group10,19 and our group21 ascer-

tained a dependence of the drag modification on the filtered slip

velocity. Finally, even drag modifications10,14,17,19,20 derived

from filtering fine grid simulations reveal significantly different

forms, while the functional dependencies and trends seem to be

quite similar. Recent studies23,24 clearly indicate that those resid-

ual correlations obtained from filtering fine grid data consider-

ably depend on the particle properties (size and density), the

superficial gas velocity and the geometrical setup of the fine grid

simulation (full fluidized bed or periodic domain), which can be

explained as follows. Those filtered subgrid modifications are

deduced from fine-grid TFM simulations (using grid resolutions

of several particle diameters to resolve all relevant flow struc-

tures), which are filtered using filters of different sizes. Different

markers such as, gas voidage and slip velocity, are then used to

classify the subfilter scale state and averaged to obtain statistics

of the filtered quantities. It has to be emphasized that those

markers are solely guesses of the relevant functional dependen-

cies. The choice of the markers is, however, certainly based on

physical reasoning but not on a thorough mathematical deriva-

tion. Finally, subgrid modifications are directly deduced from

the filtered data using curve fitting. To sum up, so far no general

theory existed, which connects all of this different modifications.
In our previous study,1 we have presented a spatially aver-

aged two-fluid model (SA-TFM), which enables the coarse

grid simulation of dense gas-solid flows. As outlined before,

these averaged TFM equations require constitutive models for

the residual correlations appearing due to averaging. On the

one hand, the unresolved part of the gas-solid drag force is
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derived by employing a series expansion to the microscopic
drag coefficient and on the other hand the Reynolds-stress like
contributions are closed similar to Boussinesq-approximation
in single phase flows. The subsequent averaging of this linear-
ized drag force reveals that the unresolved part of the inter-
phase momentum exchange is a function of the turbulent
kinetic energies (TKE) of both, the gas and solid phase, and
the variance of the solids volume fraction (VVF). A compari-
son with fine grid data proves that this approach for the drag
modification is valid for a wide range of particle properties
(size and density). Instead of using functional fits to relate the
values of the TKEs and VVF to the local resolved mesoscale
state of flow, equations for the TKEs as well as the VVF are
derived,25–28 which allow for the accurate determination of the
averaged drag force.

While in our previous study1 the SA-TFM was verified

against highly resolved simulations of a bubbling fluidized

bed a thorough validation for a different fluidization regime is

still missing. Thus, in Part I of this article29 we present an a-

priori analysis verifying the predications of the SA-TFM clo-

sures near solid boundaries. Consequently, the SA-TFM

approach is compared with experimental data in the case of

gas-particle flows in risers and bubbling fluidized beds in Part

II. In particular, we apply this coarse grid model to the NETL

challenging problem,30 where the flow of Geldart A and B par-

ticles in a riser section of a circulating fluidized bed is studied

as well as to the bubbling fluidized bed of Zhu et al.31 Part II

is organized as follows. First, we describe the different cases

studied including boundary conditions and numerical settings.

Second, we discuss the result with respect to the experimental

data. Finally, a conclusion ends this paper.

Case Descriptions

In the following, we verify the SA-TFM (Table 1 in Part I)29

in the case of (i) the riser section of a Circulating Fluidized

Bed,30 and (ii) in the case of a bubbling fluidized bed of Geldart

type A particles.31 According to Part I29 the mixing length, lmq

appearing in the constitutive relations for the mesoscale stresses

has to be corrected near walls32

lmq5Cmqmin ðDf ; dÞ

where Df denotes the filter size or more specifically the grid

spacing. Furthermore, d denotes the cell wall distance. As in

industrial applications isotropic grid spacings in each lateral

direction may not be feasible (particularly in the case of ris-

ers), the filter size is assumed to be the maximum edge length

of a hexahedral cell, hmax in the case of anisotropic meshes,

that is, Df 5 hmax.33,34 It has to be further stressed that the SA-

TFM model coefficients (ngs, n/g, n/s, Cmg, Cms, C/g, C/s, C�g,

C�s) have the same values throughout this article as given by

Table 1 in Part I.29

Following our previous studies2,20,21,35 we apply the CFD
solver FLUENT (version 16.2) to solve the SA-TFM equa-
tions. As these equations are not covered by its standard func-
tional range, these are, therefore, implemented by user defined
functions. For the discretization of the convective terms
appearing in the transport equations a second-order upwind
scheme is used. The derivatives appearing in the diffusion
terms are computed by a least squares method, and the
pressure-velocity coupling is achieved by the SIMPLE algo-
rithm, whereas the face pressures are computed as the average
of the pressure values in the adjacent cells (linear interpola-
tion). The time step size is set to 0.001 s, which ensures a Cou-
rant number less than 1. Initially, the riser is assumed to be
empty, while the bubbling fluidized bed was initialized with
the appropriate solids inventory. After an initial startup phase,
the simulations reach steady state operation. Here, the total
solids inventory and the pressure at the gas inflow constitute
adequate monitors. Within the steady state operation we
obtained the time averages for the gas pressure gradient, the
solids upward velocity and the solids mass flux for at least
20 s.

As fluidized beds mostly exhibit dense regions (in risers
typically core annular flows can be observed,30 where dense
particle strands form at the riser walls), the turbulent particle
stresses (Table 1 in Part I29) are augmented by a frictional rhe-
ology.2 These models accounts for the long enduring multiple
frictional contacts in dense regions, where the solids volume
fraction is close to maximum packing conditions. Here, no tur-
bulent (cluster-like) behavior of the solid phase can be
observed, as there is simply no room for those turbulent fluctu-
ations. Thus, the SA-TFM model predicts vanishing turbulent
stresses near the jamming point,1 which was assumed to be at
/max 5 0.6. For more details on the frictional stress model the
reader is referred to Table A1 of Part I.29 Finally, we apply the
drag model proposed Wen and Yu35 to the microscopic drag
coefficient to compute the effective interphase momentum
exchange in Table 1 of Part I.29

Riser Flow

A schematic drawing of the riser section of the Circulating
Fluidized Bed (CFB) is shown in Figure 1a. The operating
conditions of the riser are summarized in Table 1, were we
focus on cases 2, 4, and 5 in this study. Here, the Geldart
group A particles represent 59 mm glass beads and the group B
particles correspond to 802 mm high density ethylene particles
with a density of qs 5 2425 kg m3 and qs 5 863 kg m3, respec-
tively. The density of the gas phase was assumed to behave
like an ideal gas at constant temperature T. For a more detailed
description of the riser section the reader is referred to Panday
et al.30 It has to be noted that at the riser walls we apply a no-
slip boundary conditions for both the gas and the solid phase
as no-slip boundary conditions better predict the downflow of
particles in the wall region than free-slip boundary conditions.
In particular, partial-slip boundary conditions2,37–39 might be
the most appropriate choice for riser flows; however, these
require on the one hand a fine grid resolution near the wall and
on the other hand, the evaluation of the granular temperature
(microscopic fluctuations), which appears nonsignificant at the
mesoscale.1 Thus, these are not considered in the current
approach.

The riser was discretized (including 1 m solid inlet pipe and
1 m exit pipe) using approximately (i) 1,60,000 hexahedral
cells (coarse grid), (ii) 14,000 hexahedral cells (very coarse

Table 1. Case Descriptions of Riser Flow Condition
30

Material Case Wg (m s21) Ms (kg s21) T (8C) pout (kPa)

Group A 1 5.14 1.44 20.5 182
2 5.14 9.26 20.5 167

Group B 3 5.71 5.54 23 100
4 7.58 7.03 23 102
5 7.58 14.00 23 105

Wg Denotes the superficial gas velocity at the riser inlet, Ms the solids circu-
lation rate, T the gas temperature and pout the pressure at the riser outlet.
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grid I), and (iii) 6000 hexahedral cells (very coarse grid II). In

Figure 1a cross-sectional view of the base line grid for the

very coarse grid I is shown. Here, the horizontal grid spacing

in the center of the riser is approximately 30 mm, while in the

boundary layer like annular region the width of the cells is

about 20 mm. In the case of the very coarse grid II, these grid

spacings are 40 mm and 26 mm, respectively. In case of the

coarse grid the grid spacing in the center is approximately

12 mm, and in the annular region the width of the cells is

about 8 mm. The vertical grid spacing is 100 mm (130 mm) in

the case of the very coarse grid I (II) and 30 mm in case of the

coarse grid. Finally, it has to be emphasized that the transitions

between the riser and the solids inlet as well as the riser and

the exit pipe were modeled by using mesh interfaces, which

do not require coincident meshes of those parts.40,41

Bubbling Fluidized Bed

The bubbling fluidized bed consists of a cylinder with

0.267 m inner diameter (compare with Figure 2). This reactor

was simulated for comparison with detailed experimental data

reported by Zhu et al.31,42 The height of the reactor was

2.464 m with an added freeboard region expanding to a height

of approximately 4.2 m. The freeboard had an inner diameter

of 0.667 m to stop excessive particle entrainment out of the

bed. The freeboard region was included in the simulation

domain to accurately account for the large degree of bed
expansion observed in some of the simulations conducted.

Cells were maintained close to perfect cubes in the center,
while near the boundaries a boundary layer like structure was
employed to better resolve the gradients in wall-normal direc-
tion (Figure 2). Two different meshes of the inflow surface
(distributor plate) with grid spacings of 1 cm and 2 cm were
extrapolated throughout the domain using the cooper meshing
method. Consequently, this meshing strategy yields signifi-
cantly larger elements in the freeboard. However, as the bed
did not expand considerably to the freeboard, these larger cells
did not affect the final results.

Gas was injected through a velocity inlet on the bottom face
of the reactor (Figure 2). Different velocities were employed;
on the one hand, we studied Wg 5 0.4 m s21 and on the other

Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the riser section of
the Circulating Fluidized Bed challenge prob-
lem30; (b) Cross-sectional view of baseline
grid for the very coarse grid I including azi-
muthal directions.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 2. Schematic drawing and mesh of the bubbling
fluidized bed.31,42

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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hand, Wg 5 0.9 m s21. Gas exited at the top of the reactor
though a pressure outlet at 0 Pa gauge pressure. No-slip
boundary condition were specified at the walls for both phases
(compare with the riser setup). A fine Geldart A powder was
used in the bubbling fluidized bed reactor with a density of
1780 kg m23 and a mean diameter of 65 mm.31 Finally, the
particles were agitated by standard air at room temperature.

Results

Riser flow

Our previous study,43 suggests that the grid resolution for
kinetic theory based TFM should be in the order of the charac-
teristic length scale, Lch5ðu2

t =gÞFr22=3
p , where Fr5u2

t =ðdsgÞ is
the particle-based Froude number. In particular, this length
scale is a good estimate for the size of the smallest clusters,
that is where the energy of the clusters dissipates into
“molecular” fluctuations. This grid size requirement has also
been confirmed recently by others.44,45 For the group A par-
ticles used in this study the characteristic length scale is 220
mm, which is approximately a factor fifty smaller than the hori-
zontal grid spacing of the coarse grid and at least two orders of
magnitude smaller than the horizontal grid spacing of the very
coarse grids. For the group B particles, the characteristic
length scale is 8 mm. However, the contribution stemming
from the interparticle collisions (compared to the “turbulent”
stresses) can be solely neglected for filter sizes much larger
than the above dissipation length scale.1 Thus, in the case of
the coarse grid the interparticle collisions may become non-
negligible for the group B particles and the assumptions of the
SA-TFM model do not apply. Thus, we only consider the

coarse grid in the case of the type A particles and the very
coarse grid I for both particle types. To quantify the grid
dependency of the SA-TFM approach for the Geldart B type
particles we additionally consider the very coarse grid II for
Case 5 (Table 1).

Axial pressure profiles

In Figure 3a comparison of the computed time averaged
pressure gradients with experimental data (compare with
Table 1) is shown. The figure unveils that the dense region at
the top of the riser, which is characterized by higher pressure
gradients, extends furthest down into the riser for Case 2 using
Geldart type A glass beads. This is especially the case for T-
shaped exit geometries, where the cavity between riser roof
and exit stimulates internal recirculation of particles resulting
in increased bed density.46 However, the Geldart type B par-
ticles (Cases 4 and 5) show a much shorter reflux zone at the
top. In contrast, Cases 4 and 5 unveil a much longer accelera-
tion and mixing zone than the Geldart A particles at the riser
bottom due to their much larger particle relaxation time.

Figure 3a further clearly shows that the SA-TFM model is
able to correctly predict solids hold-up in the riser when
employing the coarse grid in the case of the Geldart A par-
ticles. In particular, the SA-TFM model accurately yields (i)
the overall pressure drop (within less than 4%; compare with
Table 2), (ii) the dense mixing zone at the solids inlet at the
riser bottom, (iii) the widely extended dense reflux zone near
the solids outlet at the top of the riser, and (iv) the region of
minimum solids concentration in the middle section. Panday
et al.30 further reported that the gas-solid flow for Case 2 is
characterized by a dilute upward solids flow in the core and by

Figure 3. Time averaged pressure gradient, h$pi, as a function of the normalized vertical coordinate, z/H, in the
case of riser flow.30

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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dense particle strands at the riser walls, where the particles
show nearly no upward velocity or even flow downward (core-
annular flow). Those dilute core and dense wall regions are
also indicated by Figure 4. Figures 3a and 4 additionally con-
firm that the SA-TFM model is able to appropriately predict
the solids hold-up as well as the core-annular flow even though
employing the very coarse grid I. The figures additionally con-
firm that the present SA-TFM approach is grid independent, as
employing the coarse grid and the very coarse grid I unveil
nearly identical results. Solely, the distribution of the solids
inventory along the riser height slightly differs between both
grid resolutions; while the overall pressure drop is nearly equal
in both cases (compare with Table 2), the very-coarse-grid-I
simulation underestimates the hold-up in the deceleration
region near the riser top. This might be due to the very coarse
grid resolution, which does not correctly resolve the solid
back-mixing due to the T-shaped riser exit.46

Figures 3b and 3c present a comparison of the computed
pressure gradients for the Geldart type B particles. In both
cases, that is, low and high solid recirculation rates, the SA-
TFM yields fairly good agreement with the experimental data.
Especially, the different behavior near the solids inlet com-
pared to the Geldart A case, that is the more pronounced mix-
ing zone, is accurately determined although we just used
14,000 grid cells (very coarse grid I). Figure 3c further proves
the grid independency of the SA-TFM approach in the case of
the Geldart type B particles. Employing the very coarse grid II
(14,000 grid cells) solely unveils a slightly lower solids inven-
tory in the mixing zone near the solids inlet at the riser bottom,
which is discussed later in more detail. Nevertheless, Table 2
confirms that the deviation from the experimental results is

less than 10% for both grid resolutions. Similar accuracy was
reported by Panday et al.30 in the case of a TFM simulation
with 5,00,000 cells.

We further compared the predictions of the SA-TFM
approach with our recently proposed filtered TFM.21 Similar
to the SA-TFM, the latter approach is also based on the Favre-
averaged TFM equation. However, in contrast to the SA-TFM
approach the constitutive relations for filtered TFM are
derived using different markers (in particular, gas voidage and
slip velocity) to classify the subfilter scale state. Subsequently,
the computational data received from highly resolved simula-
tions is filtered using filters of different sizes and the filtered
data is binned and averaged in terms of the values of those
markers. Finally, the constitutive relations are directly
deduced from those data using curve fitting.6–8,10,19 Figure 3a
unveils that while the filtered TFM approach adequately pre-
dicts solids hold-up in the dense mixing zone near the solids
inlet in the case of Geldart A particles, it does not yet exhibit
the impact of the riser exit. Thus, it considerably underesti-
mate the overall pressure drop by about 29% even though with
the coarse grid (CG). Furthermore, Figure 4 clearly indicates
that the filtered TFM of Schneiderbauer and Pirker21 yield a
less pronounced dense region near the walls. In particular, the
core-annular flow is less pronounced in this case, which results
in a lower solids hold-up in the riser. In the case of the Geldart
B particles the filtered TFM approach slightly overestimates
the pressure gradient by about 10%. A more detailed explana-
tion will be given later.

Finally, Figure 3 demonstrates that using a TFM, which
employs a too coarse grid resolution (i.e., 76,000 grid cells),
considerably underestimates the solids hold-up in the riser for

Table 2. Overall Dp in the Case of Riser Flow

Dp [kPa] (Dp–Dpe)/Dpe [%]

Case 2 Case 4 Case 5 Case 2 Case 4 Case 5

Experiment 18.3 13.6 20.9 – – –
CG (SA-TFM) [1] 19 – – 4 – –
VCG I (SA-TFM) [1] 18.4 15 19.8 0.5 10 5
VCG II (SA-TFM) [1] – – 19 – – 9
CG (filtered TFM) [21] 13 – – 29 – –
VCG I(filtered TFM) [21] – – 23.9 – – 10
EE3 8.6 1.9 13.2 53 86 37

CG indicates the coarse grid, VCG the very coarse grids and EE3 the TFM results presented in Panday et al.30

Figure 4. Time averaged solids volume fraction, h�/i, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R, at dif-
ferent heights for riser flow Case 2.30

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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all cases (compare also with Table 2). Coarse grids inevitably

neglect the small (unresolved) scales when using TFM. In par-

ticular, TFM requires a grid resolution of approximately u2
t =g

Fr22=3 to resolve all relevant scales.43 This length is about 220

mm for the Geldart A particles, which necessitates 1012 numer-

ical cells. In the case of the Geldart B particles u2
t =gFr22=3

yields approximately 8 mm, which solely requires 2 million

cells. This, in turn, implies that in the case of only 76,000 grid

cells the gas-solid drag force is considerably overestimated as

the subgrid cluster structure is not accounted for, which yields

a substantially smaller pressure drop. However, as mentioned

earlier Panday et al.30 reports that TFM provides appropriate

estimates of the solids hold-up for Cases 4 and 5 as long as

one uses more than 5,00,000 cells, which is consistent with

our estimate of the grid resolution. Nevertheless, using the

SA-TFM approach the number of grid cells can be reduced by

up to eight orders of magnitude.

Radial solids velocity profiles

The computed radial solids velocity profiles are summarized

in Figures 5 through 7. Also shown are the experimental

results reported by Panday et al.30 as well as the 95% confi-

dence intervals of the experiments. Case 2 exhibits a consider-

able dependence of the solids velocity profiles on the

azimuthal location (compare with Figure 1b), Cases 4 and 5

are not significantly different between SE–NW/NE–SW and

E–W/N–S directions, where the solids inlet defines the western

direction. Thus, Figure 5 reports the radial solids velocity sep-

arately for different azimuthal locations and Figures 6 and 7

summarize different directions at a specific height in one plot.
Figure 5 supports the conclusions already drawn from the

solid hold-up profiles. The SA-TFM approach is able to cap-

ture the shape of the velocity profiles correctly. That is, the

vanishing solids velocity near the walls and the high upward

velocities in the dilute core (compare also with Figure 4).

However, while the computed solids velocities are in good

agreement with the experimental data in the wall region, the
particle momentum is slightly overestimated in the core. Nev-

ertheless, the presented results lie well within the confidence

intervals of the experiments. As there are neither mass flux nor

volume fraction measurements available for Case 2 it is

impractical to ascertain the reason for this slight mismatch
between our results and the experiments. Our simulations

might either slightly overestimate the velocity or slightly

underestimate the solids volume fraction in the core. The lat-

ter, in turn, would directly imply higher solids velocities.

Finally, the figure confirms that the solids velocity profiles
computed by the SA-TFM approach do not show a consider-

able grid dependence
In Figures 6 and 7 the radial solids velocity profiles for the

Geldart type B particles are presented. The figures clearly

demonstrate that the computed solids velocities are in fairly

good agreement with the experimental data in the case of the
SA-TFM approach. The profiles unveil that the SA-TFM

approach appropriately reproduces the low upward solids

velocities near the walls as well as identifies the high upward

movement of the particles in the center. Especially, Figure 7

confirms the grid independency of the SA-TFM approach in
the case of the Geldart B particles. However, for Cases 4 and 5

the solids velocity profiles received from the SA-TFM simula-

tions are significantly flatter than those stemming from the

experiments. This may be explained by Figure 8 showing the

corresponding time averaged profiles of the solids volume
fraction for Case 5. The figure discloses that the simulations

yield a very dense annulus region, which is slowly moving

upward, and a dilute core region; both regions are clearly

Figure 5. Time averaged vertical solids velocity, h~uzi, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R, at
different heights and azimuthal locations for riser flow Case 2.30

The azimuthal locations are defined in Figure 1b. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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separated, which is related to the very coarse grid spacings not

resolving a smoother transition between both regions. How-

ever, as discussed above higher grid resolutions inevitably vio-

lates the requirements of the SA-TFM approach in the case of

the Geldart type B particles. Additionally, Figure 6 reveals

that in the bottom of the riser the center velocity is slightly

underestimated in Case 4, which will be discussed later.
Figures 5 through 7 further display the solids velocity pro-

files received from the filtered TFM of Schneiderbauer and

Pirker21 as well as from TFM reported by Panday et al.30

While in the case of the Geldart type A particles the solids

velocity profiles are in close agreement with the experimental

data for the filtered TFM approach, in the case of the Geldart

type B particles the solids velocity near the wall is consider-

ably overestimated. This can be associated to the following.

One the one hand, Part I29 of this study clearly demonstrates

that state-of-the-art filtered TFM approaches require (i) wall

corrections to correctly capture the subgrid state near solid

boundaries. Additionally, (ii) the constitutive relations for the

Reynolds-stress like contributions do not account for the inter-

facial work, which considerably impacts the stresses near

walls.29 Particularly, this impacts the solids volume fraction

profiles as disclosed by Figures 4 and 8. Conversely, those

constitutive relations have been derived by solely considering

one particular gas-solid system. Thus, the dependencies on the

particle properties as well as fluidization regime on the filtered

closures might be included incorrectly. Nevertheless, the fil-

tered TFM approach performs quite well as long as those prop-

erties do not show a considerable deviation from its reference

system.21

Finally, the microscopic TFM appears to correctly predict

the shape of the velocity profile in the upper part of the riser

while it fails to determine the correct velocity magnitude. In

particular, near the walls TFM unveils a considerable down-

ward solids flow and in the center the upward velocity is sig-

nificantly overestimated. In the bottom of the risers the

velocity profile does not even show a vanishing solids velocity

when approaching the walls. The highly negative velocities at

the bounding walls can be related to the Johnson and Jackson

boundary conditions37 employed in the TFM simulation while

the significantly larger velocities in the center are a direct con-

sequence of the overestimation of the interface momentum

exchange. Cloete et al.39 reported that the Johnson and Jack-

son boundary conditions may strongly over-predict the shear

stress and the granular temperature generation at the walls,

which results in an unphysical self-strengthening generation of

granular temperature in the near-wall regions. This, in turn,

has a great impact on the formation of the dense particle

strands near the walls, which is reflected in Figure 5. In the

case of the Geldart type B particles (Figures 6 and 7) TFM

Figure 7. Time averaged vertical solids velocity, h~uzi, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R, at dif-
ferent heights for riser flow Case 5.30 The solid lines correspond to two different azimuthal directions,
which are: (a) SE–NW and NE–SW; (b) E–W and N–S; (c) E–W and N–S.

The azimuthal locations are defined in Figure 1b. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 6. Time averaged vertical solids velocity, h~uzi, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R, at dif-
ferent heights for riser flow Case 4.30 The solid lines correspond to two different azimuthal directions,
which are: (a) SE–NW and NE–SW; (b) E–W and N–S; (c) E–W and N–S.

The azimuthal locations are defined in Figure 1b. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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unveils a completely different behavior than observed from
the measurements. Particularly, the solids velocity profiles are
highly asymmetric, which indicates that these particular TFM
simulations were not converged or have not reached steady
state in solids flow.30 Thus, the asymmetry of the velocity pro-
files is not a consequence of the modeling methodology of
TFM; it may be rather related to a much too short averaging
period.

Radial solids mass flux profiles

Figures 9 and 10 show the computed vertical solids mass
flux for Cases 4 and 5, respectively. In both cases, the SA-
TFM reveals good agreement with the measurements at most
locations. Remarkably, the SA-TFM approach appropriately
captures the asymmetry of the mass flux profile at 6.23 m ele-
vation observed at Case 5, which is due to high mass flow rate
from the solids inlet, when employing the very coarse grid I.
However, using even coarser grid resolutions (i.e., very coarse
grid II) does not allow to resolve this asymmetry in this case
(Figure 10), which yields a lower estimation of the solids
inventory in the lower part of the riser. In contrast, the sym-
metric mass flux profiles in the upper part of the riser are in
close agreement with on the one hand, the experiments and on

the other hand, the very-coarse-grid-I simulation. Neverthe-
less, it has to be further emphasized that the present approach
also correctly predicts the change of the transport regime
between Cases 4 and 5. While Case 4 is characterized by a
core-annular flow (nearly zero upward or even negative
upward particle flux of the dense strands at the wall), Case 5 is
considered as dense suspension flow (which shows non-zero
positive particle mass flux at the walls). However, for Case 4
the solids recirculation is slightly overestimated yielding
higher vertical solids fluxes in the center, which is due to an
overestimation of the solids inventory in the center (compare
with Figure 3b). This, in turn, implies that the solids velocity
is slightly underestimated in the center (compare with Figure
6). Finally, while the filtered TFM approach unveils the cor-
rect magnitude of the solid mass flux (Figure 10), the upward
flux near the wall is considerably overestimated, which can be
linked to the high positive near wall velocities indicated in
Figure 7. Similar to Figures 6 and 7 the coarse grid TFM simu-
lation presented by Panday et al.30 does not provide an appro-
priate measure of the particle mass flux. As discussed before,
the considerable asymmetry (especially in the top of the riser
for Case 4) discloses that these TFM simulations were not
converged.

Figure 9. Time averaged vertical solids mass flux, h�/qs ~uzi, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R,
at different heights for riser flow Case 4.30

The solid lines correspond to two different azimuthal directions, which are: (a) SE–NW and NE–SW; (b) E–W and N–S; (c) E–W

and N–S. The azimuthal locations are defined in Figure 1b. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 8. Time averaged solids volume fraction, h�/i, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R, at dif-
ferent heights for riser flow Case 5.30

The profiles are plotted along the following azimuthal direction, E–W. The azimuthal locations are defined in Figure 1b. [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Bubbling fluidized bed

In Figure 11 the time averaged axial pressure gradient for

the two different superficial gas velocities is shown. The figure

clearly reveals that employing kinetic theory based TFM con-

siderably underestimates the axial pressure gradient as the

gas-solid drag force does not account for the unresolved het-

erogeneous structures. Note that the TFM results are taken

from Cloete et al.47 In contrast, the SA-TFM model correctly

predicts the pressure gradient for both superficial gas veloci-

ties even though the grid spacing is two orders of magnitude

larger than the grid resolution required for TFM. Furthermore,

Figure 10. Time averaged vertical solids mass flux, h�/qs ~uzi, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R,
at different heights for riser flow Case 5.30

The solid lines correspond to two different azimuthal directions, which are: (a) SE–NW and NE–SW; (b) E–W and N–S; (c) E–

W and N–S. The azimuthal locations are defined in Figure 1b. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 11. Time averaged pressure gradient, h$pi, as a function of the normalized radial coordinate, r/R, for bub-
bling fluidized bed31,42 at z 5 0.6 m for (a) Wg 5 0.4 m s21 and (b) Wg 5 0.9 m s21.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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the SA-TFM unveils nearly identical results for grid resolu-

tions of 1 cm and 2 cm und thus, provides grid independent

solutions.
Figure 12 shows the time averaged radial solids volume

fraction at z 5 0.6 m. The figure reveals that in the case of vig-
orous bubbling (i.e., Wg 5 0.4 m s21) the model over-predicts
the degree of radial solids volume fraction segregation in the
vessel. This is observed for both grid resolutions. The particu-
lar experimental case with which the simulations are com-
pared exhibited a large degree of nonsymmetry in the flow,
even after 30 s of averaging, due to a spiraling bubble motion
in the bed.31,42 This can be seen from the three different time
averaged radial measurements (R1, R2, and R3), where one of
them differed significantly from the others. This asymmetry is
the primary reason for the relatively uniform experimental
volume fraction trend shown in Figure 12 and could not be
accurately captured by the SA-TFM approach. Similar radial
profiles have been obtained by Cloete et al.47 when employing
the filtered closures of Icgi et al.9 As, spiraling bubble motion
is a fairly isolated phenomenon, which may be induced by
small asymmetries not present in the simulation, a precise sim-
ulation match is therefore not advisable.

In the case of Wg 5 0.9 m s21 the computed radial segrega-
tion is in fairly good agreement with the experiment. Here, the
rise of bubbles in the center of the bed induces a recirculation
of the solid, where the particles move upward in the center
and downward near the wall. As already indicated by Figure
11a kinetic theory based TFM (without accounting for the
small unresolved scales) considerably underestimates the sol-
ids holdup for both superficial gas velocities.

Figure 13 shows snapshots of the solids volume fraction.
The figure clearly unveils that the SA-TFM model reveals is
insensitive to the grid resolution with respect to the bed expan-
sion. However, due to grid coarsening one inevitably loses
detailed features of the bubbles, which have to be accounted
for by the present subgrid corrections. Nevertheless, at both
superficial gas velocities distinct bubbles form for both grid
resolutions. This is also supported by Figure 14 showing the
radial RMS (root means square) profiles of the solids volume
fractions. In particular, low RMS values give evidence of less
pronounced bubbling of the fluidized bed, while large RMS
values indicate distinct bubbling. This, in turn, implies that the
bubbling is most pronounced in the center of the bed, while
near the wall near no bubbles are present. Furthermore, in

both cases our coarse grid simulations yield RMS values,
which are in fairly good agreement with the experiment. Thus,
the SA-TFM approach reveals a very good measure of the
bubbling behavior in fluidized beds. Finally, it has to be noted
that the present method does not require wall corrections7 for
the filtered drag and the mesoscale stresses (compare also with
Part I of this article). This is in contrast to previous filtered

Figure 12. Time averaged solids volume fraction, h�/i, as a function of the vertical coordinate, z, for bubbling fluid-
ized bed31,42 at z 5 0.6 m for (a) Wg 5 0.4 m s21 and (b) Wg 5 0.9 m s21.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Figure 13. Snapshots of the solids volume fraction for
(a) Wg 5 0.4 m s21 and (b) Wg 5 0.9 m s21.

The left figure corresponds to a grid resolution of 1 cm

and the right figure to a grid resolution of 2 cm.

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TFM approaches,7 where wall corrections are required to cor-

rectly predict the bed expansion in this case.47

Conclusions and Outlook

In this article, we applied our previously presented SA-

TFM approach1 to different fluidized bed regimes, such as

bubbling and turbulent beds as well as riser flows, utilizing

group A and B particles. The SA-TFM approach is based on

the turbulent behavior of the heterogeneous gas-solid struc-

tures. These appear as additional sources for the turbulent

kinetic energies of both phases and for the sub-filter variance

of the solids volume fraction due to the interfacial work. Those

quantities, in turn, characterize the subgrid heterogeneity and

therefore, the unresolved terms in the filtered balance equa-

tions can be determined.
First, the results show that applying the SA-TFM approach

to the riser flow of group A and B particles yields fairly good

agreement with experiments of time average pressure gradient,

time averaged vertical particle velocity and time averaged ver-

tical solids mass flux. Furthermore, this model is highly effi-

cient at industrial scale, as we obtained grid independent

results up to a grid resolution of 1500 particle diameters in

vertical direction in the case of the group A particles. Thus,

the SA-TFM approach requires at up to eight orders of magni-

tude less computational cells than necessary for grid indepen-

dent kinetic theory based TFM simulations of Geldart A

particles. In case of the group B particles such degree of grid

coarsening could not be obtained due to geometrical restric-

tions of the riser. Second the SA-TFM approach applies to

bubbling and turbulent beds as well. Here, the time averaged

radial profiles of the particle volume fraction and the vertical

profiles of the pressure gradient are in good agreement with

experimental data up to grid resolutions of 300 particle diame-

ters. Finally, the present method fairly good resolves the larger

bubbles, which is supported by an adequate prediction of the

RMS values of the solids volume fractions. To sum up, the

presented results verify that the SA-TFM approach is applica-

ble to a wide range of particle diameters, different fluidization

regimes and to very coarse grid resolutions.
However, the SA-TFM approach is based on the assumption

of isotropic mesoscale stresses and an isotropic drag modifica-

tion, which might not be valid in most gas-solid flows.19 Thus,

future studies will concentration on the extension of the pre-

sent method to anisotropic stress and drag closures.

Additionally, the SA-TFM approach will be further validated

against highly resolved simulations of gas-particle flows,48,49

which exhibit commonly less uncertainty than experimental

data. Finally, the current approach will be generalized to heat

and mass transfer as well.
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